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AirTek turns to PositiveVision for Automated Budget Processes
PositiveVision automates AirTek and affiliated companies’ budget processes within Sage PFW
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Chicago, IL, February 23, 2011 – PositiveVision, a business software reseller specializing in Sage PFW,
among other products, announces the continuation of a successful relationship with AirTek, Inc. and their
decision to select PositiveVision to automate their budget processes within Sage PFW.
AirTek is a privately held company that develops and distributes catalytic converters to wholesale
manufacturers, worldwide. Additionally AirTek is affiliated with three other companies within the same
industry. These successful businesses are located throughout the United States and have experienced
significant growth over the past 18 years.
“Having had the opportunity to assist the other companies within this ownership group, we are thrilled to
be expanding our relationship by working with AirTek. to automate their budget,” comments Bob Baran,
President of PositiveVision. “Our first priority is building streamlined systems for our customers to prepare
them for the anticipated growth.”
“When we decided to make a change to our budgeting processes there was no question as to who would
handle this project,” comments Matt Bapple, Corporate Controller of AirTek. “PositiveVision has been our
solution provider and trusted advisor for many years. Their team is responsive and very knowledgeable
about our unique needs and we are grateful they are a part of our team.”

About PositiveVision:
PositiveVision is one of the leading providers of business software for manufacturing and distribution
businesses in the greater Chicago area. Our expertise lies in streamlining systems and processes to
maximize your technology. We offer expert advice, project management, training, and technical support
so that your business objectives can be met in the most effective manner possible.
PositiveVision’s consultative approach recognizes that each organization is unique. The team at
PositiveVision is well trained and experienced in learning each clients business to provide a tailored
solution. We value honesty and integrity above all else, and at all times operate with your business
objectives in sight. To learn more, visit www.positivevision.biz or call (800) 559-1323.
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